Video Notes
Due to a lack of inputs, some devices will have their DVI outputs available near the aux input plates to patch as required. All Video Lines are HDCP Compliant.

Audio Notes
The first 24 motu outputs are driven from box 1, with the other 8 driven from box 2. The SSP 7.1 outputs are connected in order, as shown on the diagram. The backup PC outputs are connected in order:
- Front Left.
- Centre.
- Surround Left.
- Surround Right.
- Sub.

The single head PC outputs are connected in the order:
- Left.
- Right.

The 16 Aux XLR inputs are connected in to inputs 49-64 in order.

Outputs 1 - 32 of the matrix are connected to speakers:
- 1 & 2 to wall 1, 9 - 16 to wall 2, 17 - 24 to wall 3, 25 - 32 to wall 4.

First/Second lines per wall to the top left and top right speakers.
Third/Fourth lines per wall to the middle left and middle right speakers.
Fifth/Sixth per wall to the bottom left and bottom right speakers.
Seventh/Eighth per wall to the middle speaker and sub.

Outputs 33 - 48 of the matrix are connected to inputs 1-16 of Motu interface 2.